GT1

Mobile Entry
Pedestal

World’s Most Versatile Entry Pedestal for Access Control
As the leading provider of ticket-reading scanners in live entertainment, Janam has unmatched experience
marrying inventive concepts with state-of-the-art technology to improve venue operations and enhance the
patron experience. GT1 is the first entry pedestal in Janam’s game-changing line of Guardian access control
solutions and is designed to provide rapid, reliable and secure barrier-free entry to sports stadiums, arenas, theaters,
aquariums, museums, multi-purpose facilities and other live entertainment and hospitality venues.
Janam’s GT1 is a fully-featured mobile pedestal that is powered by a Janam XT2+ or XT3 handheld computer that is
easily inserted into (and removed from) the top portion of the unit. With GT1, venues can affordably deploy the same
proven access system that is already in use, in either handheld or mobile pedestal format, depending on their
specific needs. Janam’s GT1 replaces ridiculously expensive hardware with standalone software running on a
different and redundant computing platform. Portable and easy to move, GT1 is designed for indoor and typical
outdoor environments where venue operators want to provide patrons with the ability to self-certify their entry
credentials, while freeing up ticket takers to perform other valuable tasks and better engage with patrons and fans.

Winning Features:
• Compact, flexible and modular design
• NFC “tap-and-go” technology
• Contactless ticketing via Apple Wallet and
Google SmartTap
• High-throughput barcode scanning for printed
and mobile credentials
• Integration with virtually all third-party
ticketing software
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• Bright touchscreen display
• Proven experience in the most challenging
venue access environments
• Dual-band Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 5.0 (BLE)
• High-capacity battery for extended-shift
usage in mobile pedestal format
• 12 month warranty
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In addition to robust barcode scanning of both paper tickets and phone screens, the Janam mobile computing
devices that power the GT1 mobile pedestal are the only mobile computers in the industry that support the most
advanced “tap-and-go” NFC features of Apple Wallet and Google Pay in the same device, enabling guests to
quickly self-validate their credentials before entry. When loaded with a Janam mobile computer, GT1 supports
Value Added Services (VAS) and Enhanced Contactless Polling (ECP) protocols for Apple Wallet, as well as
SmartTap protocols for Google Pay, enabling secure and frictionless transactions via the digital wallet in
customers’ smartphones. Patrons no longer need to scroll through their digital wallet to find the right ticket or
pre-activate a ticket using their thumb print. They can now simply tap their iPhone, Apple Watch or
Android-powered smartphone on the surface of GT1, and GT1’s integrated proximity-based NFC technology
automatically pulls the appropriate pass, enabling venue operators to quickly usher patrons into an event.
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Providing more than 20 hours of continuous operation on a
single charge, GT1 delivers more power than any other entry
pedestal for venue access. The mobile computer powering
GT1 comes with advanced Wi-Fi technology that delivers the
same reliable and uninterrupted connectivity that venues
experience today, while multi-colored, highly-visible LED
lights on all sides of the device and full-volume audio alerts
allow venue staff to easily confirm credential status from a
distance.
In addition to the pedestal form factor, Janam’s GT1 will soon
be available in other form factors that target tap-and-go
venue entry and other modes of self-certification.
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• Stadium and Venue Entry

• Pharmacy Pick-up

• Student Access and Security

• Hotel Check-in / Room Access

• Airport Security and Boarding

• Public Transportation

• Hospital Registration

• Retail Loyalty and Gift Cards
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